
NORTHEAST REGIONAL HEALTH 

CARE COALITION 
MEETING AGENDA: FRIDAY AUGUST 14TH  2020 – VIRTUAL  

 

MEETING TITLE: COVID-19 ADDITIONAL FUNDING NERHCC FUNDING MEETING 

MEETING LOCATION: VIRTUAL via ZOOM 

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER:  10:03 am  

ZOOM MEETING LINK:  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/7079462785?pwd=UzQyOXVUbVVmTjg2SFNiU0IwRW1Kdz09 
 

MOTION TO APPROVE AGENDA: Roger Brown moved, Seconded Jason Eisenbach 

 

ATTENDANCE:  

NERHCC Board / Fiscal Agent: Erin Witte, Darcy Janssen, Ken Stroud, Shannon Walker, Jason Eisenbach, 

Ron Seedorf 

NERHCC Partners: Brady Ring, Bob Heldenbrand, Nicole Cantrell, Jasmine Shea, Roger Brown, Jeff 

Schanhals, Rob Crowder, Glen Griffin, Tracy Hays, Della Calhoon, Linda Thorpe, Mike Burnett, AJ Geist, 

Marilyn Johnson, Sharon Greenman 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

• Additional COVID-19 Funding Overview – Erin Witte 

Erin Witte discussed the Notice of Funding Opportunity from CDPHE which was given by ASPR. 

Each HCC is required to develop a work plan and detailed budget. 

o $25,000 (additional funding opportunity 1) was provided at the start of the Covid-19 

Pandemic but was just recently provided to the HCCs.  

o $86,000 + $3,000 ($51,000) per hospital = $137,000 (additional funding opportunity 2)  

Total to be expended prior to June 30, 2021 $162,000 

Potential project options were suggested by CDPHE and shared with the group to prompt some 

discussion. 

 

Discussion from partner agencies:  

Jeff Schanals: – Question if someone wanted to buy things, can it be from this point forward? 

Can it be reimbursed? -Ron Seedorf to verify with CDPHE – but based on guidance in the NOFO 

that request would have had to have been submitted by CDPHE within 60 days of funding 

announcement. CDPHE states it does not believe this is acceptable but will look into it further.  

 

Will there be a Steering Committee locally – any projects must be approved from a local group? 

Retrofitting and supporting ambulances – some costs have already been incurred by agencies or 

they determined they were too prohibitive. There may be some smaller counties which didn’t 

have a lot of funding before Covid-19 funding and couldn’t do much.  

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://us02web.zoom.us/j/7079462785?pwd%3DUzQyOXVUbVVmTjg2SFNiU0IwRW1Kdz09&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw1E7CBvk_1S4vBsgNhCHWm6
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PAPRs and foggers were purchased immediately, also looked at retrofitting ambulances, but it 

wasn’t financially possible or feasible to retro-fit HVAC if they had a highly suspected patient. 

Difficult to use ambulances with no circulated air in the heat of summer. Difficult to look at 

retrofitting these ambulances.  

 

Linda (Brush): Everyone struggled with PPE, so everyone may want to purchase additional PPE 

caches and supplies.  

 

Discussion that Hospitals may be better prepared than other types of care providers (SNF, etc) 

to take a cache of PPE – could they store caches? 

 

Question about asking if it is feasible to have LPHAs store PPE?  

Mike Burnett- Can store a small amount at their facilities, which is what got them 

through first 10 days before SNS shipments. Shipments of SNS were all stored at 

temporary locations which were loaned to the Health Department because of this 

event, and were an off-site location. Not easy to cache or stockpile many of these items.  

 

Larimer County – Could possibly find a way to store PPE and prioritize supplies across region 

based on need. Jason said Larimer PH utilized OEM to serve as the “logistics section” and they 

have handled and supported most resources. Jason will look into possibility and space 

availability of Larimer PH to store a cache of regional PPE supplies.  

 

Roger Brown – Has agreed with several agencies that he also has a storage unit to store PPE 

within smaller counties. This unit is not climate controlled and it was pointed out that PPE must 

be stored in a controlled climate to mitigate deterioration and increase shelf life.  

 

Can counties support a local cache –  

Jeff Schanals is in favor of “county request” and could then determine needs in County? Point of 

Contact could be EMs? Evaluate cost storage and look at previous costs? Maybe once EM has 

met with County, County could submit a project proposal. If County could determine need and 

then submit that request for this PPE cache supply funding.  

 

Bob Heldenbrand – Likes the idea of a PPE purchase and local cache – Doesn’t have a lot of 

storage space available. Determination could be made with them. 

Bob, Rob Crowder, Roger Brown are all in favor to purchase and hold PPE within the region.  

 

Recommendation: Counties look at their individual PPE needs, OEM will gather a list of those 

needs and compile it for the NERHCC. Those needs will be submitted by each County as a project 

request and evaluated once all are completed. Additional or remaining funding allocated to PPE 

purchases over the amount needed for counties could be used to purchase a regional cache if 

storage can be identified. 

 

Important to remember some facilities received funding from stimulus funds and additional 

COVID funding immediately (such as hospitals). Suspect smaller hospitals were not keeping 

Covid patients, they were being transferred to the large facilities in less rural areas. Use a 

project proposal to determine what needs are will ensure specific needs are addressed. County 
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needs will vary widely. Some hospitals and agencies are already prepared, the idea of letting 

counties determine an individual proposal. 
 

• CRHC M & A Costs – Erin Witte 

o M&A rate = 13.8% of grant funds ~$22,3 56 

This amount will be deducted from the total available grant funds to pay for the fiscal 

agent services of CRHC to manage this additional grant funding.  

 

Total available COVID-19 Additional funding = $139,644 
 

• NERHCC Planner Discussion – Nicole Cantrell 

o Based on Covid-19 AAR and lessons learned, proposal to hire a planner to support local 

planning efforts and tie into Regional plans while addressing identified gaps 

o Proposed responsibilities: 

▪ Support local response planning and coordination efforts (driven locally) 

▪ Link local plans to Regional planning requirements 

▪ Support NERHCC with CDPHE required plans in the 2020-2021 workplan (12) 

• Jeff disagrees with the need for a planner – many people do planning work, weekly planning 

meetings. We do not need another seat or person to complete this planning. Forced because of 

this supply chain and lack of PPE and that will not change. Another person will not affect the 

response. Many areas were very busy, would this planner duplicate these efforts? Don’t see 

how a planner could support these efforts? 

 

State is working on a Statewide patient transfer process do we don’t want to duplicate this 

effort in the HCC. – Patient movement would not be a focus of planning for the HCC.  

• Darcy asked to discuss planning needs which have been identified through the survey and AAR 

feedback – This overview will be sent out for everyone to review.   

• Working with everyone locally and feeding the plans and information up to the regional level is 

the goal of the NERHCC, either through a hired planner/contractor or through agency support. 

Planner could go to local agencies or local HCC groups to feed up information to the regional 

plan.  

• Mike Burnett – Regional Planning has been around, and there may be some vary narrow and 

specific ways which regional plan in different topic areas could be useful. General comments 

relayed from survey findings (from local to regional) when we get into the weeds about what 

does that mean and what should a plan say, it becomes difficult. Every time there is a significant 

response, the plans that are in place and the specifics in the plans change. This event is even 

more so. Little of what was in the plan was carried out or thrown out the window with Covid-19. 

To hire someone to write those plans would be difficult, tricky. So many things so far out of local 

control so it would be hard for this position to accomplish that. Conceptually Mike agrees, but it 

will be a challenge to implement this. Trick will be finding the correct person to facilitate all 

these conversations and planning efforts for all these local groups. Additional hurdles will be 

created and will require a good facilitator. Need to clearly articulate what planning work needs 

to be accomplished, what the tasks would be and what the final deliverables are.  

• Darcy – Would challenge everyone to think about how much time they will have to dedicate to 

this planning process. We will need a lot of help in this area – If the NERHCC agrees that hiring a 

planner is not worth it, the whole coalition will need to determine how they will support these 

planning efforts. Lots of work groups will be expected. 
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• Shannon Walker – Agrees with Darcy, biggest pro for hiring someone, how much time will each 

of us have to commit to completing these plans and work items. Putting in such a heavy lift on 

top of already busy schedules 

• Mike – question of Nicole, how much time is devoted to Coordinator work? Nicole mentioned 

between CDPHE requirements, reporting, planning, information gathering and sharing and 

project facilitation there is plenty of work to support a full-time position with a support planning 

position. The work needs to be determined by agencies and locally and the NERHCC can 

determine how they can support those needs.  

• Erin mentioned we will discuss some of the planning efforts at the Regional Planning meeting on 

the 20th to discuss any efforts and necessary planning work for 2020-2021 

• Ron is seeking clarification from CDPHE – can we reimburse costs already incurred with Covid? 

Ron believes we can’t based on CDPHE needing to submit that immediately, but Curt Drennan 

will verify that and Ron will verify. 

We will send out the following items to all members for thoughts before the next NERHCC meeting 

o Project Proposal Form (Google form) 

o HCC Budget Form (for submission with any project proposal) 

o NOFO Award Announcement 

o Potential Project List - CDPHE 

o NERHCC Survey Results (for reference) 

o NERHCC Scope of Work (for reference) 
 

• NERHCC Partner Project Discussion – Erin Witte 

o Opportunity for NERHCC partners to submit project requests 

o Must be a project as listed on the CDPHE and ASPR funding guidance 

o Short application window – Projects back to NERHCC for review by September 11th?  

o Applications will be submitted to the NERHCC Coordinator nerhcc.co@gmail.com 
 

Will touch base on the conversation, decided to put this discussion off for additional discussion at 

the next NERHCC meeting on August 26.  

 

ADJOURN:  11:07 pm 

mailto:nerhcc.co@gmail.com

